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Ideas of Reference
is the newsletter of the Minnesota Psychiatric Society, a district branch of the American
Psychiatric Association.

Legislative Update
Dominic Sposeto, MPS Lobbyist

The 2016 legislative session is nearly three weeks old and mental health issues have clearly
come to the forefront at the state capitol. Apparently our failing mental health system has gotten
the attention of the governor and state legislature.

Governor Dayton is leading the charge with both his state bonding bill and his supplement-
al budget proposal. The governor has requested $1.4 billion in state bonds to complete various
construction and renovation projects around the state. He is recommending $70 million to
renovate the Minnesota Security Hospital in St. Peter. The governor is also recommending
$2.25 million in bonding to fund smaller renovations at the Anoka Regional Treatment Center
to ensure safety and security for those working at the facility.

In his supplemental budget, he is seeking $32 million for increased funding to several
HHS mental health programs. Governor Dayton recommends a stand-alone inpatient competency
restoration program in an attempt to take some pressure off the backlog at the Anoka
RTC and private hospitals. He is also proposing funding to increase staffing at Anoka and
increase capacity at community behavioral health hospitals.

The governor is recommending $25 million for enhanced staffing at the Minnesota Security Hospital. This is based upon the recommendations of the Forensic Services Work Group aiming to improve patient and staff safety and achieve a more therapeutic environment.

The governor recommends establishing certified community behavioral health clinics (CCBHCs) that provide comprehensive care to children and adults with complex mental and chemical health conditions. This is part of a national demonstration project that tests a new model of care and payment method to improve patient outcomes. Minnesota is competing
with several other states for this federal project.

Dayton is recommending the closing of the Child and Adolescent Behavioral Health Services program, a state-operated children’s psychiatric hospital located in Willmar. The governor is proposing grants to private hospitals to ensure services are available for those in need of the level of care previously provided by the Child and Adolescent Behavioral Health Services program.

The recommendations of the governor on bonding and additional state spending are merely the beginning of the discussion. The House and Senate will hear the governor’s recommendations but will come up with their own bonding and budget bills that may or may not contain Governor Dayton’s requests. Finally, the three will need to agree on a final version of bonding and spending to end the session in May.

Ethical Issues in Mental Health 2016:
What would YOU DO?
Saturday, April 16, 2016
American Swedish Institute

Keynote presentations from state & national experts

Register online at www.MnPsychSoc.org or call 651-407-1873.
Editor’s Column
Allison Holt, MD

The Netherlands, Luxembourg, and Belgium have extended legal physician-assisted suicide to include those who do not have a terminal illness, but who have unbearable and untreatable psychiatric conditions. Psychological suffering, regardless of whether it is from a mental or somatic disorder, serves as a valid legal basis for euthanasia or physician-assisted suicide in those countries. This issue is being discussed in psychiatric societies across the nation and there is a group of psychiatrists who may propose an action paper to the APA in the near future regarding this issue in the United States.

According to the Belgian euthanasia law, a physician and patient have to come to a mutual understanding about what unbearable pain means. Unbearable seems to be a more objective term, but there are still many points on which there could be disagreement. According to the guidelines of the Dutch Psychiatric Association, to be deemed treatable a condition must meet the following three requirements: (1) it must offer a real prospect of improvement, (2) it must be possible to administer adequate treatment within a reasonable period of time, and (3) there must be a reasonable balance between the expected treatment results and the burden of treatment consequences for the patient.

Ethics is the topic of the MPS spring conference. As far as I know, the issue of psychiatrists being involved in physician-assisted suicide is not specifically in any of the presentations. However, the council will welcome your opinions on this issue so that our APA Assembly Representatives are informed by the thoughts and comments of MN psychiatrists, as well as the testimony given and their own research, if they are asked to vote on this issue. If and when an action paper is submitted we will circulate it among our members. I look forward to seeing many of you at the spring conference.

Congratulations!

2016 Election Results:
MPS President-Elect Paul Goering, MD
Councilors Matt Kruse, MD & Marie Olseth, MD

2016 Award Winners:
Psychiatrist of the Year Goerge Realmuto, MD
Distinguished Service Maurice Dysken, MD
Gloria Segal Scholarship Winners
Keith Miller, Nikhil “Sunny” Patel, Junao Wang

Join us on April 16, 2016 to honor our award winners!
Go to www.MnPsychSoc.org or call 651-407-1873 for information.
Over the past eleven months, I have encountered many psychiatrists in the state who are not members of the American Psychiatric Association or the Minnesota Psychiatric Society. When I ask why they are not members I hear many replies. The most common is, “It costs too much.” Others include, “It’s not relevant to me and my practice,” and “I used to be a member but it became totally irrelevant.” The saddest one is, “I don’t really think I’d be welcome.” After many years in both groups, I let my own membership lapse, largely because I thought APA had become too ingrown and irrelevant, and then I re-joined. I am very glad that I did, because times have changed.

The APA has a new infrastructure and executive leadership, and at all levels it is much more responsive to the needs and concerns of members. Even the web-site is becoming user-friendly. Dr. Levin is an e-mail away, and I have found the leadership staff to be extremely responsive and helpful. The organization is heavily involved in advocacy for patients and for psychiatrists. For example, if you have a patient who is being denied his or her rights under the Parity Act, the APA will be immediately available and helpful, to the point of filing lawsuits to help the patient. Furthermore, the APA provided a letter to assist a Minnesota psychiatrist member whose program was in danger of being closed by the state. APA has become notably responsive. The resources of APA are available to all members and are prodigious. In addition, there are discounts for meeting registration, CME, and the journal.

Membership in the APA confers membership in the district branch: the Minnesota Psychiatric Society. I have been involved in the Society since 1974, sometimes in major ways and sometimes not. I have rediscovered it as a great organization in recent years. In many ways, its primary thrust is advocacy for patients, and also for psychiatrists. We have made some headway in recent months in the imbroglio of public patients who are committed but have no place to go, and who are keeping non-public hospitals from admitting patients and causing terrible back-up in emergency departments. We lobby a great deal and reach out to those who can help. We work with many advocacy groups.

The collegiality of the Society is noteworthy. Our many committees include residents and resident involvement is helpful to us and to the residents’ learning experiences. One member said she thinks of the Society as a family; I don’t, but I think of it as an amazingly collegial group. One can learn so much from colleagues around the state, especially as we face similar issues. Importantly, every psychiatrist is welcome, believe me.

For psychiatrists who have never joined, give it a try! Yes, it is expensive but it is worth it and it is possible to pay in monthly installments, which demonstrate that the amount is not as great as it may seem. For those who left, return and see the differences! The APA has done away with the senseless need to pay back-dues for the years you were not a member. The experience right now is very good and can be very helpful to you and especially to patients. Is it ethical not to be a member? When I was a young psychiatrist and the organization was far different, the question was,

Is it ethical to be a member? Questions such as these will certainly be addressed at our annual spring meeting, which promises to be wonderful. The topic is ethics? and it will be presented by many disciplines, largely in a case format which promises to be thought-provoking and useful.

Ethics are a major focus of APA and our state society. Our Society’s Ethics Committee has broadened its scope beyond infractions by members to questions of what is ethical in the current arena of psychiatric practice, and there are few guidelines. Psychiatric ethics have become far more complex as they embrace genetic and genomic research, and the whole complexity of neural imaging findings. Indeed, the ethical issues in the publication of modern studies in psychiatry can be huge: neural imaging studies require the collaboration of psychiatrists, radiologists, physicists, statisticians and others, and the designs are so complex that it is unlikely that any one author even understands the entire study. For all these reasons, I am delighted that our spring meeting is devoted to the topic of ethics, with some outstanding experts as speakers.

There is a problem with this essay: those reading the newsletter are members of the APA and the Society, and are likely to attend the meeting. But I am hoping that each of you will share this column with colleagues who are not members – my thanks!

Did you know?

There is a monthly credit card payment option for APA/MPS dues payments. Call 1-800-35PSYCH or go to www.psych.org.
MPS-PAC and Elective Breathholding

Bob Nesheim MD, MPS-PAC President

For the (honestly bipartisan) Board

Your MPS-PAC Board — with the research help of MPS lobbyist Dominic Sposeto — carefully reviewed all candidates running for the Minnesota House. We do not endorse, but simply chip in a bit, encouraging conversations. Dominic also helps us decide when to simply sit-out a race — with new faces of unknown disposition, or old races not likely to impact our legislative agenda in 2009. When possible, PAC contributions are hand-delivered to the candidate over conversations. A phone call, letter or follow up check-in is another goal — to remind recipients just who and especially where we are, and what our issues mean to their public. This is a portable forum for education, rather than simplistic spinning.

Not all funds we distribute stay “given.” Many sitting members are “PAC’ed out,” having already received their maximum. Some candidates encourage MPS members to then consider individual donations, which have broader limits; we did that in our districts, and would encourage you all to do likewise with your own candidates. They all need to know that we exist, that we are personally/actively involved, and that we generate local warmth and even heat, quite apart from MPS-PAC donations. This looks to be a hot year in the legislature with contested funding, health care reform, psychologist prescribing — all the serious issues that squeeze our practices and freedoms.

In the absence of the old checkoff contributions through APA, you’ll find in each newsletter a MPS-PAC contribution form. Any amount serves as your bona fide membership intent; our goal is still an unapologetic 100% MPS membership enrollment. We need to rapidly restock our MPS-PAC coffers for the next election cycle (2010), when all House and Senate seats will be “in play” as these same issues surface again.

MPS-PAC membership is an excellent defense for your profession in a time of dizzying change, amidst serious threats to patient access and safety. Thanks for your support!

PRMS has been dedicated to psychiatry for almost three decades. As a trusted partner to the profession, we are the largest provider of psychiatric professional liability insurance in the U.S. with an impressive 95% client retention rate.

800.245.3333
TheProgram@prms.com
PsychProgram.com/Dedicated

WE PROTECT YOU
Your consent to settle is required with no arbitration clause.

WE SUPPORT YOU
Our knowledgeable in-house risk managers have handled over 57,000 issues since 1997 on our helpline.

WE DEFEND YOU
We have managed over 22,000 psychiatric claims – more than any other company in the United States.
**Children’s Mental Health Clinical Care Consultations: Part 2 in a series**

Sherri Zacharias, Certified Professional Coder  
Manager, Billing and Coding Services, HealthPartners Regions Behavioral Health

**SCOPE:** Mental health clinical care consultation is communication between a treating mental health professional and other providers or educators, who are working with the same recipient. These professionals use the consultation to discuss the following:

- **Issues about the recipient’s symptoms**
- **Strategies for effective engagement, care, and intervention needs**
- **Treatment expectations across service settings**
- **Clinical service components provided to the recipient and family**

The diagnostic assessment must describe how the child meets criteria for a complex mental health condition or which complex or chronic health conditions co-occur with the child’s mental health condition.

This description may be included in the initial assessment, in an addendum to the diagnostic assessment, or within the narrative portion of the individualized treatment plan (ITP) review process. Submit this information with any request for authorization.

**Individualized Treatment Plan**

Document in the ITP the specific interventions, describing how the mental health professionals will use mental health clinical care consultation to treat the child’s mental illness.

**Progress Notes**

Document all mental health clinical care consultation in progress notes, including the following information:

- **Mode of performance (phone or face-to-face)**
- **Date of service**
- **Start and stop time of service**
- **Intervention**
- **Person consulted (name, position, relationship to recipient)**
- **Reason for consultation**
- **Plan and action for next steps**
- **Date documented in the client’s record**

**Prior Authorization** is required after 15 hours of services are provided.

**Covered by:** The following insurance plans cover this service:

- Medical Assistance Fee For Service
- Medical Assistance PMAP
- Minnesota Care

**Documentation - Medical Necessity**

Document the medical necessity for mental health clinical care consultation in the diagnostic assessment.

---

**Eligible Providers in Behavioral Health Who May Be the Consultant:**

Psychiatrist, CNS, LICSW, LMFT, LPCC, NP

**Providers and Agencies Who May Receive a Consultation**

Adoption or Guardianship Workers, After-School Program Staff  
Child Care Providers, Child Protection Workers, Children’s Mental Health Case Managers, Educators, Guardians Ad Litem, Home Health Care Agencies, Mental Health Providers*, Mentors, Nurses, Probation Agents, Pediatricians

* Two mental health professionals treating the same client (even if employed at the same agency/facility) may consult; however, they need to split the time into two billable amounts comprising the total amount of time. If the consulting mental health providers consults with 3 different providers one claim is submitted with the cumulative time, in addition, 3 different chart notes are required.

**Location and Delivery of Services**

The consultations may be done either face to face, telemedicine or by telephone. Written or email communications between providers are not covered.

**Patients Eligible For Service**

Between ages 0-21 years of age  
Have a mental illness diagnosis determined by a diagnostic assessment which includes:  
1. Meets the definition of complex, see MN Rule 9505.0372, Subpart I, C, or the patient has other complex or chronic health conditions  
2. Requires consultation to other providers working with the child to effectively treat the condition

**CPT + Modifier Description of Service - Clinical Care Consultations - Face to Face**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>90899 U8</td>
<td>Clinical Care Consultation - Face to Face</td>
<td>5-10 minutes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90899 U9</td>
<td>Clinical Care Consultation - Face to Face</td>
<td>11 - 20 minutes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90899 U8</td>
<td>Clinical Care Consultation - Face to Face</td>
<td>21 - 30 minutes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90899 UC</td>
<td>Clinical Care Consultation - Face to Face</td>
<td>31 or more minutes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**CPT + Modifier Description of Service - Clinical Care Consultations - Non Face to Face**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>90899 U8, U4</td>
<td>Clinical Care Consultation - Non Face to Face</td>
<td>5-10 minutes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90899 U9, U4</td>
<td>Clinical Care Consultation - Non Face to Face</td>
<td>11 - 20 minutes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90899 UB, U4</td>
<td>Clinical Care Consultation - Non Face to Face</td>
<td>21 - 30 minutes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90899 UC, U4</td>
<td>Clinical Care Consultation - Non Face to Face</td>
<td>31 or more minutes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
We’ve got you covered.

For over 40 years, we have provided psychiatrists with exceptional protection and personalized service. We offer comprehensive insurance coverage and superior risk management support through an “A” rated carrier. In addition to superior protection, our clients receive individual attention, underwriting expertise, and, where approved by states, premium discounts.

Endorsed by the American Psychiatric Association, our Professional Liability Program Provides:

- Risk Management Hotline should an emergency arise
- Insuring Company rated "A" (Excellent) by A.M. Best
- Telepsychiatry, ECT Coverage & Forensic Psychiatric Services are included
- Many discounts, including Claims-Free, New Business & No Surcharge for Claims (subject to state approval)
- Interest-free quarterly payments/credit cards accepted

Visit us at apamalpractice.com or call 877.740.1777 to learn more.

American Professional Agency, Inc.

Leaders in Psychiatric Medical Liability Insurance
Psychiatrists

Minnesota

HealthPartners is one of the Upper Midwest’s leading multispecialty physician groups. We have practice opportunities for talented, caring BC/BE psychiatrists in metropolitan Minneapolis/St. Paul and central Minnesota:

Inpatient/Adult

- Regions Hospital (St. Paul, MN):
  Our state-of-the-art inpatient psychiatric facilities allow our team of psychiatrists, residents, therapists, social workers, NPs/ PAs and nursing staff to provide exceptional care to adult psychiatric inpatients. Our Regions care model schedule is 7 days on/ 7 days off.

Outpatient/Adult

- Central Minnesota (Sartell/St. Cloud)
- Metropolitan Minneapolis/St. Paul

These teams provide integrated outpatient mental health services in our primary care and outpatient specialty clinics located within a variety of urban, suburban and semi-rural communities. Full-time or part-time practices are available. No hospital call responsibilities.

In addition to competitive salaries, HealthPartners offers an excellent benefits package, including an employer-matched 401(k) and 457(b), generous personal time off, malpractice insurance coverage, etc.

Let us tell you more! Please forward your CV and cover letter to: lori.m.fake@healthpartners.com, apply online at healthpartners.com/careers, or call 800-472-4695 x1. EOE

HealthPartners

healthpartners.com

Growing Psychiatric Specialty Health System Seeks Psychiatrists

PrairieCare, a physician-owned psychiatric healthcare system in the Minneapolis/St. Paul metropolitan area, is recruiting child, adolescent and adult psychiatrists for its Brooklyn Park, Chaska, Edina, Maple Grove, Maplewood and Rochester sites. Child/Adolescent clinical duties may include treating youth in inpatient, partial hospital, intensive outpatient, residential and clinic settings. Adult patients are served in intensive outpatient programs and busy outpatient clinics with therapist, social work and nursing support on site. Academic appointment on the faculty of the University of Minnesota Medical School possible for interested candidates. Reports to Chief Medical Officer. Requires BC/BE in Psychiatry and unrestricted license to practice medicine in Minnesota.

With multiple sites across Minnesota, PrairieCare is rapidly growing and boasts one of the region’s largest groups of psychiatric physicians. Our organization is focused on offering dedicated clinicians the opportunity to practice high quality psychiatric care in a supportive, team-based group practice.

PrairieCare provides an excellent compensation and benefits package.

View us online at prairie-care.com.

Send CV and letter of interest to:
Kait Semon, Medical Staff Coordinator
ksemon@prairie-care.com
763.762.6806
MNsure and Health Insurance Basics
Dara Larson, NAMI Minnesota MNsure Project Coordinator

In late 2015 NAMI Minnesota received another MNsure grant to help people with mental illnesses and their family members obtain health insurance. In addition, NAMI Minnesota is working to educate individuals on how insurance works and how to utilize the benefits offered. Two fact sheets on health insurance basics have been written, are on our website, and can be sent on request. Presentations are also being offered. Here are some health insurance terms that you or your clients will learn with these fact sheets and at these presentations:

Premium – Monthly amount paid for health insurance plan. This amount must be paid whether or not you actually use your health insurance.

Deductible – Amount you pay out of pocket for healthcare services before your health insurance starts to kick in. For example, with a $1000 health care bill and a deductible of $500, you would pay $500 before your health insurance begins to pay.

Co-Payment – Fixed amount you pay on the day of service. This amount can vary by type of covered service. For example, you might pay a $35 co-pay for prescriptions and $25 for primary doctor’s visits.

NAMI Minnesota is also working to educate people on the differences between primary and emergency care and what typically happens when you go to each type of provider. The hope is that people will be more informed of their health care options and feel ownership of the health care choices they make.

To sign up through MNsure, if you would like a presentation on health insurance basics, or if you would like to request copies of the health insurance basics fact sheets, please contact NAMI Minnesota’s MNsure Project Coordinator, Dara Larson, at dlarson@namimn.org or call 651-645-2948, ext. 117.